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Introduction
Increasing complexity of studied phenomena (localization, anisotropy,
complex 3D geometry) ⇒ increasing number of equations
XY
Z
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Introduction
Assembling of global stiffness tangent matrix
Solving A · x = b
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Local stiffness matrix (ele-
ment 1) :
Global stiffness matrix (12 dofs x 12 dofs) :
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Direct methods
Triangular systems
Let’s consider the following system L · x = b (N = 4) :
l11 0 0 0
l21 l22 0 0
l31 l32 l33 0
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Direct methods
Gaussian elimination
Let’s consider the following system A · x = b (n = 4)
a11 a12 a13 a14
a21 a22 a23 a24
a31 a32 a33 a34














Gaussian elimination transforms A · x = b into L · x = b′
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Direct methods
Gaussian elimination
Elimination of a21 :








a31 a32 a33 a34


















21 ← a21 −
a21
a11






23 ← a23 −
a21
a11
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Direct methods
Gaussian elimination
Elimination of a31 and a41












































for i = 3, 4 and j = 2, ., 4
a
(2)
ij ← aij −mi1 · a1j b(2)i ← bi −mi1 · b1
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Direct methods
Gaussian elimination
Elimination of a32, a42 and a43



































then the remaining upper triangular matrix has to be solved.
exact solution
∼ O(N3) operations
pivoting if aii = 0 (or aii << for numerical stability)
best method for dense A matrices
implemented in LAGAMINE for sparse systems (KNSYM= 4)
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Reordering
Definitions
Principle : rearranging the equations in order to minimize the number of
operations to carry




where M i = number of off-diagonal term during the elimination of node i
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Reordering
Definitions
Principle : rearranging the equations in order to minimize the number of
operations to carry




where M i = number of off-diagonal term during the elimination of node i









Elimination of node 1 :
red : entries to be cancelled
green : previously zero entries
purple : modified entries
M i = 5 (in red)
⇒ 25 operations (green + purple)
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Reordering
Definitions
Principle : rearranging the equations in order to minimize the number of
operations to carry




where M i = number of off-diagonal term during the elimination of node i









Elimination of node 2 :
red : entries to be cancelled
green : previously zero entries
purple : modified entries
M i = 4 (in red)
⇒ 16 operations (green + purple)
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Reordering
Basic Algorithm
1 Starting from one node to be eliminated
(blue, to be adequately chosen)
2 Chosing the next one
several possibilities (green)
for each possibility : how many new
active nodes (red) ?
the next node is the one which leads
to minimum new active nodes
if equality chose the one which is
active since the greater number of
steps
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Reordering
Relation between adjacent nodes and number of operations
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Reordering
Comparison between old and new matrices
Without renum σ = 87








































































With renum σ = 40
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Reordering
Non zero entries of matrices (before and after renum)
Types of reordering widely used in LAGAMINE :
1 oil stain (ITYREN= 1)
efficient for every mesh ;
parameters needed ;
2 directional reordering (ITYREN= 2)
efficient for rectangular meshes ;
need a direction in which the structure has the greatest number of
nodes.
3 based on Sloan method : improved oil stain (ITYREN= 3)
includes algorithm for best start node ;
efficient for every mesh ;
no parameter needed ;
fastest than oil stain ( ?).
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Reordering
Non zero entries of matrices (before and after renum)
Size 619x619 Size : 10505x10505
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Reordering
Example
Oedometer test : with/without reordering (and comparison
directional/Sloan)
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Reordering
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Iterative methods Introduction and principles
Example : Jacobi iterations
Principle : finding the new value of ξ
(k)
i that annihilates the i-th
component of the residual vector ri = (b− A · xk )i




aij · ξ(k)j − βi = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n
r A x b
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component of the residual vector ri = (b− A · xk )i












 for i = 1, . . . n
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Example : Jacobi iterations
Principle : finding the new value of ξ
(k)
i that annihilates the i-th















A = D− E− F
Rewritten in vector form
xk+1 = D
−1 · (E + F) · xk + D−1 · b
where
D : diagonal of A
−E : lower triangular part of A
−F : upper triangular part of A
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Iterative methods Introduction and principles
Preconditioning
Principle : ”preconditioning is a means of transforming the original linear
system into one which has the same solution, but which is likely to be
easier to solve with an iterative solver” (Saad, 2003)
Preconditioning matrix M :
close to A ;
nonsingular ;
inexpensive to solve linear system M · x = b.
One of the simplest ways of defining a preconditioner is to perform an
incomplete factorization of the matrix A
A = L ·U− R
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Iterative methods Introduction and principles
Preconditioning
Principle : ”preconditioning is a means of transforming the original linear
system into one which has the same solution, but which is likely to be
easier to solve with an iterative solver” (Saad, 2003)
Applied to the left
M−1 · A · x = M−1 · b
or applied to the right
A ·M−1 · u = b x ≡M−1 · u
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Iterative methods GMRES method
Principle
Building iteratively a solution (x˜)
to the problem A · x = b
from an initial guess (x0) of the solution
and a basis of linearly independent vectors Km
through the following linear combination :
x˜ = x0 +
m∑
i=1
yi · vi vi ∈ Km
The size of the basis, m
is unknown, a priori (iterative concept)
is much less than N, the number of equations.
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Iterative methods GMRES method
Analogy with structural analysis
q(t)
1st eigenmode : y1
2nd eigenmode : y2
3rd eigenmode : y3
There is two ways for solving the
problem of a beam submitted to an
arbitrary time-dependent loading
1 Nodal base method : solving a
NxN system






ηi (t) · yi
m decoupled equations to be
solved N
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Iterative methods GMRES method
Which basis ?
In the following iterative method, subspace Km is a Krylov subspace, i.e.
Km(A, v) ≡ span
{
v,Av,A2v, . . . ,Am−1v
}
and specifically, GMRES uses
Km(A, r0) ≡ span
{
r0,Ar0,A




r0 = b− A · x0
A ∈ Rn×n and v, r0 ∈ Rn
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Iterative methods GMRES method
Which basis ?
This basis can be computed iteratively since there is a relation between two
of its consecutive vectors, i.e. vj = A · vj−1




2 actual basis of degree m, compute vm+1 = A · vm
3 to be orthogonalized against vi for i = 1, . . .m
vm+1 := vm+1 −
m∑
i=1
(vm+1, vi ) · vi
4 normalize vm+1 =
vm+1
‖vm+1‖2
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2 actual basis of degree m, compute vm+1 = A · vm
3 to be orthogonalized against vi for i = 1, . . .m
vm+1 := vm+1 −
m∑
i=1
(vm+1, vi ) · vi
∼ O(m × n) operations !
4 normalize vm+1 =
vm+1
‖vm+1‖2
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Iterative methods GMRES method
How to compute y ? How to choose the size of m ?
If Vm is the n ×m matrix describing the basis Km then solution is
computed as
x˜ = x0 + Vm · y
where y minimizes
‖b− A · x˜‖2 = ‖b− A · (x0 + Vm · y) ‖2 = ‖r0 − A · Vm · y‖2
which is a least square problem of size mN
Practically the size m of Km increases iteratively up to achieve a residual
‖ri‖2 <  · ‖r0‖2
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Iterative methods GMRES method
Principle
GMRES method implemented in LAGAMINE (KNSYM = ±6)
approached solution (depends on the convergence norm !)
no need to inverse the global matrix A
best method for very big number of equations
∼ O((m + 3 + 1/m) · N + NZ ) where
m is the number of iterations
N is the number of unknowns
NZ is the number of nonzero terms in A
requires input parameters
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Iterative methods Practical use
Practical use : oedometer cube






varying mesh size N3
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Practical use : oedometer cube
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Iterative methods Practical use
Practical use : gas injection























Iterative and direct methods for gas
injection : gas pressure at a given
point
global convergence depends on
LAGAMINE criteria : PRECU
and PRECF identical for both
methods
difference of convergence rate :
different time steps
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Iterative methods Practical use
Parameters
Preconditioning parameters : LFIL, DROPTOL
The incomplete factorization of LU follows the same steps as the gaussian
elimination.




akj ← akj −mkl · akj bk ← bk −mkl · bk for j = 1, . . . , n
If |mkl | < DROPTOL nothing is done and akl ← 0
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Iterative methods Practical use
Parameters
Preconditioning parameters : LFIL, DROPTOL
During the LU factorization process :
sort terms of row i of L and U ;
keep the lfil greatest in L and U ;
next row.
lfil=4
5 8 6 93
LU incomplete
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Iterative methods Practical use
Parameters
Preconditioning parameters : LFIL, DROPTOL
increasing LFIL
increasing memory storage required
increasing computational cost for computing the preconditioner
increasing computational cost for solving the system
decreasing LFIL
risk of no convergence
risk of instability during the process (observed for large
hydro-mechanical systems)
increasing DROPTOL
conditional decreasing of computational cost
decreasing DROPTOL
conditional increasing of computational cost
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Iterative methods Practical use
Parameters
Resolution parameter : IM, MAXITS
If the size of the Krylov basis is greater than IM,
initial guess of the solution is deemed too far from the actual one,
algorithm is restarted with m = 1 and x0 = xm,
to the actual size k of the Krylov process if nits < IM ;
to nrestart × IM + k if nits > IM.
algorithm crashes and the time step is reduced
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Parameters
Resolution parameter : IM, MAXITS
If the size of the Krylov basis is greater than IM,
initial guess of the solution is deemed too far from the actual one,
algorithm is restarted with m = 1 and x0 = xm,
The total number of iterations (nits) is equal to the number of orthogona-
lization processes already done which is equal
to the actual size k of the Krylov process if nits < IM ;
to nrestart × IM + k if nits > IM.
If no convergence occurs after nits = MAXITS
algorithm crashes and the time step is reduced
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Iterative methods Practical use
Parameters
There is a relationship between the LFIL parameter and the number of
iterations necessary to reach convergence
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Iterative methods Practical use
Parameters
Convergence parameters : EPS, RESTOL
The internal iterative process ends if (relative convergence)
‖ri‖2 < EPS · ‖r0‖2
or if (absolute convergence)
‖ri‖2 < RESTOL
The smaller the EPS the higher the number of iterations to reach conver-
gence !
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Iterative methods Practical use
Example of configurations






LFIL DROPTOL IM MAXITS EPS
45 10−6 200 500 10−5
130 10−6 500 4000 10−5
20 10−6 200 500 10−5
200 10−8 500 1000 10−5
High LFIL with high number of dofs to avoid instabilities !
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Iterative methods Practical use
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Conclusion
Increasing size of systems to be solved as a corollary effect of
increasing complexity of modelling








efficient for very large number of equations
much complex algorithms
parameters : mix of art and science
available in LAGAMINE
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